
CHAPTER XIX.

LOCAL NAMES.

What a great deal more we should know of the
past history of our parish, especially during the
middle ages, if we could discover the origin and
decipher the meaning of all our old local field
names!

Some of them must date from very remote times
and, perhaps, carry us back to the Norman Manor
or Saxon Village.

Names are seldom meaningless. They are nearly
always records of the past, and very often speak
when written history has nothing to say.

Our local names ought to tell us much about the
past. They should indicate, for instance, the site
of the old common lands which were gradually
enclosed. They should give us much interesting
information respecting past possessors of the soil,
of natural features of the land, of long forgotten
habitations, of events, customs, crafts, and indus-
tries, and many other things connected with the
social and religious life of the parish.

Many of the old names are suggestive, some of
them are very curious, but not a few have, in the
course of ages, gradually lost their original form.
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Here are some of our field, farm and other local
names :—

Great Gunners Land. Little Gunners Field. Little
Pickle Yard. Chuckle Field. Harry Saw. Round-
about. Gossy Croft. Gating Craft. Fairby. Middle
Farm. New House. Daltons. Foxborough. Old
Downs. Stocks. Great Stirrup and Little Stirrup
Crabs Bottom. Little Crabs Bank. Hatts Field. Had-
docks. Care Field. Platt. Stuley. Parish Cratt. Eolly.
Bridence. Heading Field. East Hawes. Lome Pet.
Vysys Grove. Berchet Field.

There is a meaning, we may be sure, in all of these
names, which, if we could only trace, would tell us
many things we should like to know about the
parish and those who have lived here.

In some cases the import is not difficult to discern.
There is the "Well" field. "Well" is a corrup-
tion of weald, or clearing, and probably in this
place meant a spot where the wood was cut down.
For the meaning of " Hog's dean " we have not far
to seek, for in Saxon times the dens or deans in the
wood were the pastures of the swine. Of the mean-
ing of " Middle farm ''' there can be little doubt, for
it is just half way along the old main road of the
parish. "Crab's bottom" and "Little Crab's bank"
were probably, in by-gone times, covered in spring
time with the bloom of the wild apple and cherry,
the original stock of all our modern improved
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varieties. Many names are, of course, survivals of
the age when this and the adjoining parishes formed
part of the great forest that Covered the Weald of
Kent and Sussex for more than a hundred miles.

Kent, indeed, must at one time have been almost
covered with trees, with some marsh land and per-
haps an open fringe round the coast. No wonder
that many place names here were suggested by the
forest. The "hursts" in the denser parts, the
" leys '' on the outskirts, the " dens '' or wooded
valleys, and the " fields '' or places where the trees
were felled.

" Culvey down " is where the cowslips grew, " cul-
vey keys " is an old Kentish name for that flower.
" Roundabout'' was the land requiring to be
ploughed on the curve. " Gossy land " was where
the gorse or furze grew. Some of the fields take
their names from former owners.

Fairby is probably derived from the family of
Feerby or Ferby. New House seems to be a modern
version of New Hayes, Hawes or Howse, a word
which orginally signified a farm or fenced-in land.

Parsonage Cottages are so named because they
occupy the site of the old Rectory.

Stack road takes its name from the row of stacks
belonging to Fairby farm which formerly, year by
year, stood along the road side.

Why the cross cut from the Ash road to Church
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road is called St. John's lane nobody knows.
Of the original meanings of many of the names

all trace is lost, and with them, a wealth of interest-
ing information respecting the parish.

Some of the Hartley field names are duplicated
in the neighbouring parishes, as for instance :—
Roundabout, Kitchen field, Stocks, Gunners land.

Other curious names in adjacent parishes are
"Buster,"' "Shoulder of Mutton field," "Boses,"
"Robsacks," "Seven wents," "Ladylands," "Gal-
lows field," "Great hope," "Furyfield," "Cream
Crox," "Double dance," " Doles," "Dinas dean."

There are names, now to be found, in the parish
with no local meaning. Hartley historians of the
future will discover no topical significance in
Haverstock, Silverdale, Porchester or Burlington.

Within the last decade the following names,
among others, have been introduced into the parish
as designations of houses and lands. Nairobi,
Colyton, Dunster, Lisieux, Pales, Owaissa, Arma-
gah, Vailima, Crawden Bank,. Far-ben, Tyn-y-
gerddi, Olinda, Poona, The Limit, Saegrick. On the
other hand some of the new houses have been given
old local names. Among them there are Heortlea,
Little Downs, Little Stirrups, Hoselands Hill,
Culvey Downs, Homefield, Westfield, Gossey Croft.

In earlier times, the village names of lands and
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houses had almost always some local significance.
But this, of course, as the village expands becomes
less and less possible.


